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Destination Canadian American + Canada American Fort Lauderdale Hollywood, FL Getty Images Weekly, The Entertainment Employee HerbAl Cheat selected the three top movies to catch at their peak. Here are our top scoops for this week's No. 1. Boulevard's top pick this week is a bittersweet movie both for its
history and because of the actors who play the leading role. Boulevard is one of Robin Williams's last performances before committing suicide last August following a long and depression-stirring game. In the film, Williams plays Nolan Mack, a man with too serious living a quiet life with his dedicated wife Joy (Kathy
Baker) in Nashville, Tennesseee. However, all is not well in Nolan's life and marriage. Nolan is a close gay man who has suppressed his true feelings and identities from everyone around him. Carefully crafted his life is soon disrupted after he impulsively picked up a prostitutes man named Leo (Roberto Aguire) during an
unprecedented drive around one night. Nolan's relationship with Leo brings his reprieve feelings to the surface and forces him to reassure his life. As Nolan Winston's friend (Bob Odenkirk) observed: Maybe it's never too late to finally start living the life you really want. Boulevard is directed by Dito Montiel, who can be
best known for his first feature film, 2006's Critics Acclaimed a Guide to Recognizing Your Scenes. While reviews of Boulevard were more mixed than they were for Montiel's first film (46% approval rating from the criticism of Tomato Rotten and a Metascore 52 from Metacritic), most critics praised Williams' strong
performances. The map film is too easy, but Williams brings the film, wrote New York Daily Film critics Joe Neumaier. It brings an unreliable despair that walks with a clear desire for inner peace. Similarly, Peter Debruge Peter's notes that the projects actors acquaint so deep and identifiable, themselves should have no
problem connecting him to whatever is missing in their own lives – whether those sorry are romantic, sexual, professional or spiritual. Boulvard opens in a limited release on Friday 10 July. 2. Minions If you are looking for lighter tickets to the movies this weekend, then the hilariously nonsensical minions can further up
your ally. A prequel/spinoff of my highly successful Despikable Despikable Franchise, Minion star seed shaped yellow creature that later serves supervillain-to-love-daddy Felonious Gru. There's some sort of story involving the Minions, the world's first supervillain, and a plot to fly the British crown, but does that really
matter? If you like beautiful jibberish-spoken cartoon creature and over-the-top slapstick, then you'll love Minions. Starring talented voices Sandra Bullock, Jon Hamm, Michael Keaton, and more, minion vex at the Theatre festival on Friday, July 10. 3. Auto/less what it would be like if you could change your body as you
changed your clothes? In self/less, an older rich person of cancer named Damian (Ben Kingsley) underwent a procedure that transferred his knowledge to the young man's body (Ryan Reynolds). At first, Damian relishes the experience of having a youth body and all the benefits he brings. However, things begin to go
awry when Damian discovers that the mysterious organization that facilitated the procedure lied about how the young man's body was found. While the locale of this movie sounds fascinating, many critics felt the stories failed to address satisfactory many of the deeper philosophical questions that it raised. However, if
you are looking for a slick-fi popcorn flick to entertain you this weekend, Self/less may be just what the doctor ordered. Auto/less opens to hit the theatres on Friday, July 10. All cast films, crews, and courteous private information at IMDb. Follow Nathanael on Twitter @ArnoldEtan_WSCS Check out Cheat Entertainment
Sheet on Facebook! More from Cheat Entertainment Sheets: Back in 1991, Terminator 2 made headlines for the first movie to cost $100 million to produce, making it the most expensive movie ever by a margin of great justice. Today? T2 hasn't even split a list of the top 200 most expensive movies ever made. That's
right. Since T2's release, more than 200 movies have been made with budgets reporting assets to its northern 100 million. Inflation plays a role in the uptick in budget, but not a big role. More like a camera. Even when you account for inflation, 45 of the most expensive movies ever released in the last 10 years.
Hollywood films executed are doubling down on the spectacle. At the same time, revolutionised tool technologies are used to make movies. DSLR cameras that can capture cinema-quality images are available at Best Buy. A single desktop computer today can exceed the compliance power of all the rooms the
computers use to perform the T-1000 through T2. Digital workflows have simplified the process of fimmaking, eliminating costly development and copy processing. Numerous industries have seen costs driven down by new technologies, and we know technology has fundamentally changed how movies are made. So why
is the film industry spending more on film production now than ever before? Here are some reasons: New technology is a double-edged first-edged star wars, made in the 70s, use the same 35mm vista cameras as White Christmas, made in their 50s. (Image © Disney and Lucasfilm LTD via Starwars.com) In the digital
shaving, gear doesn't have to be like longifying. For fimmakers hoping to constantly push technology to its limit, the constant upgrade cycle is a curse. Think it's annoying to feel pressure to upgrade your cell phone every year? Try to operate a home F/X pressure to upgrade each piece of equipment and every piece of
software, every year. It's these people! Soylent Green is human! OK, so you're a filmmaker working on a romantic comedy with no space battles, no dinosaurs, and don't talk animals or babies. But you still spending as much to do as Terminator 2. What the heck? The answer is people, and I don't talk about the salaries
of stars. Pushing towards the unknown youth direction brings the franchise (think Jennifer Lawrence, Shailene Woodley, Andrew Garfield, etc.) is actually driving star costs down from where they were a decade ago. Nowadays when you hear about a star film making tens of millions of dollars from a single project, it is
likely the result of a revenue-sharing deal, not because they received $20 million upfront, guaranteed, a la Jim Carrey of the Cable Guy. Whenever you see a movie budget in the news, the figure is more likely to be bloated. No, I'm talking about the other hundreds of the couple names you see at the credits at the end of
a movie. On a major Hollywood production, hundreds of people will donate many months of their lives to a production, take care of everything from restoration to suits, and need to be compensated accordingly. As those costs of living increase, so do the costs of everyone working on any given movie, and no amount of
technology can be done living in Los Angeles (or New York, or Vancouver) any cheaper. But when Hollywood production left North America seeking a less expensive job (or a job subsidized by foreign tax incentives), the goal is not usually to spend less money, but to get more pay for the hundred million dollars they
previously planned to spend. (Unfortunately, for many of these films, you get what you pay for, and the end product reflects the work of less experienced craftsmen). It's getting harder and harder to find people in the cinema sets have gotten bigger because TV has gotten better. So Hollywood executed films are doubling
down on spectacle, maximizing every inch of the screen to your local premises, not to mention releasing more films in 3D and IMAX. (Image courtesy of the Stan Winston School of Arts character) Globalization also has a similar affect. China, for example, used to be a weaning market for Hollywood films. Now it's a bigger
market. The low-budget comedy with distinct American sensitivity doesn't translate well into places like China. What translates well? Robots, witch, and super-heroes. Hollywood economies over the course of the past decades, the number of films produced by the studios system has gradually decreased, while the
average budget of each film has increased. For the games out there, this might seem contradictive. Wouldn't 10 movies produced at $30 million each have a better chance of succeeding than two movies cost $150 million each? Yes, but only if your idea of success is very modest. When a mid-budget drama hits, it may
yield a decent profit and some premiums. When a 100 million-dollar movie hits, it can yield a billion dollars in profits, a theme park ride, and five more films in the series. Hollywood is not in the business of hit single. They are now waving for fences almost every time they step to the plate, even if it means The occasional,
big-time hitting out (see John Carter). Hollywood Accounting (Image Courtesy of Stan Winston School of Arts Characters) Want to know a secret about Terminator 2 to $100 million budget? It was probably less than that by several million dollars. Still enough to guarantee the movie more expensive tag, but not as much.
Every time you see a movie budget in the news (and especially on Wikipedia) the figure is most likely enflated. Why are the real budgets of movie studios so hard to nail down? Because it's not in the estudios' interest to let the real figures get out. In the case of a misfire, they want to be able to write-off as much as
possible, just like any other business. Similarly, in the case of a hit, they will want to minimize the profits they have to share with others. Here's an extreme example of accounting studios in action: Return to the '90s, Winston Groom, author of Forrest Gump's original novels, had a deal with Paramount for 3 percent of all
net profits in the film adaptation of his book. Even after the film had collected nearly $700 million in global ticket sales, though, Paramount still claimed the film did not yet reach profitability. Groom had to take legal action, resulting in an undisuitable settlement to resolve the out-of-court issue (so the actual accounting
books would never be made public). Take-away this? When you make a deal with a studio, never settle for net participation when you can get gross. It's not all bad news all above isn't to say that the last decade was not good for filmmakers interested in intimacy on spectacle. In many ways, it's never been better. As
major studios step away from their smaller films, they let an avoidance that independent producers have been all-happy to fill. And it's never been easier to produce and distribute a completely feature film outside the studios system, using cheaper technology that not only produces great images and sounds, but also
helps keep crews smaller and more affordable. Sure, it's harder than ever to get a bigger estudio at the back of your passion project... but it is easier than ever to relax, for the price of a used car. Or less. Editors' Recommendations
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